Urban Lifestyle: Derby Hotels Collection
Barcelona and Madrid Summer Terraces.
The summer is here! The temperature and atmosphere invite you every day to enjoy the weather and good
vibes to the fullest. Because of that, Derby Hotels Collection offers you four terraces in the city centre of
Barcelona and Madrid to share your experiences with whomever you want to.

Hotel Claris 5*GL Barcelona
Bar Service

From 11h until 2h

Restaurant

From 13h until 15:30h

DJ sessions (Thursday, Friday and Saturday)

From 21h until 1h

This year also incorporates a new selection of tapas created by the chef Victor Ibañez and a great diversity
of vermús (vermouth). Located in the rooftop and next to the Hotel’s swimming pool, The Claris terrace is
the perfect place to enjoy the summer nights in a panoramic glass with amazing views of the Barcelona
centre. Besides this, Hotel Claris offers you a signature cuisine from the Mediterranean inspiration in a
different variety of menus.
Recommendations: the 0’0 Claris (orange juice, pineapple and strawberry’s), the Claris Spritz (Martini
Ambrato, rosé cava and soda) and the Sunshine (Aperol, strawberries, orange and champagne).
New events: live music and DJ sessions will take a place every night from Thursday until Saturday from 21h
until 1h.

Pau Claris, 150
08009 Barcelona
+34 934 876 262
www.hotelclaris.com

Hotel Urban 5* GL Madrid
Monday

From 12h until 20h

From Monday until Saturday

From 12h until 3h

Sunday and Wednesday

From 12h until 2h

The Hotel Urban terrace is the best option to enjoy the summer nights outdoors with unique views of the
Madrid city centre. Furthermore their nightlife includes an extensive menu of cocktails for every different
kind of taste and selection of a tapas from which we would recommend the best’s oysters and caviar, red
tuna sandwiches and small hamburgers in bread and gorgonzola cheese.
Combining it to his gastronomic offer they also include the perfect zen place, coupled by a very comfortable
sofas in their perfect white. Other activities that we offer are the healthy lifestyle with yoga lessons on
every Thursday and Friday (From 9h until 10h) run by the yogi Marta Nieto and at the price of 21€ per
session, including healthy drinks, herbal teas and water with menthe and lemon.
Regarding their cocktails they offer exotic flavours, spices and syrups.
Recommendation: Lady Urban and the Tonwhis.

Carrera de San Jerónimo, 34
28014 Madrid
+34 917 877 770
www.hotelurban.com

Hotel Bagués 5* Barcelona
From Tuesday till Thursday

From 17h to 1h

Friday and Saturday

From 18h to 1h

Sunday and Monday

Closed

The best place to enjoy the nights of Barcelona. The Bagués Terrace is located in the rooftop of the Hotel,
with an exceptional swimming pool and a luxurious atmosphere, offering cocktails and tapas with the
privilege of the city views, like a viewpoint to admire the panoramic skyline of the city.
Las Ramblas and the Barri Gòtic form an attractive place for our guests, combining it with the sophisticated
museum that fits perfectly with the after-work concept of Las Ramblas, in which you can easily find from
the classical long island ice tea, daiquiri, Bloody Mary or the gin fizz, and also the selection of the gins for
the perfect gin tonics.
Recommendations: Melon Martini, Strawberry margarita, Bellini and Disaronno sour.

La Rambla, 105
08002 Barcelona
+34 933 435 000
www.hotelbagues.com

Hotel Granados 83 4* S Barcelona
Every day

From 11h to 1h

Friday and Saturday

Until 1:30h

The Hotel Granados 83, which his structure reminds us of the old lofts from Soho, is an urban Hotel and
avant-garde for the gourmets and bohemians. Located in the rooftop of the Hotel, and next to the
swimming pool and solarium, the terrace Bar 8 is the perfect space for a cocktail and enjoy the
gastronomically details they can offer us. The Hotel Granados 83 provides us a unique space during the
whole year thanks to their retractable roof, offering us the opportunity to boast the fresh air, the views and
the magical atmosphere of Barcelona. Ideal also for cocktails, events and private celebrations.
Recommendations: Manhattan, Daiquiri and Ginger Pimm’s.

Enric Granados, 83
08008 Barcelona
+34 934 929 670
www.hotelgranados83.com
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